
Programming in Haskell – Homework Assignment 3

UNIZG FER, 2015/2016

Handed out: October 31, 2015. Due: November 6, 2015 at 17:00

Note: Define each function with the exact name specified. You can (and in most cases you
should) define each function using a number of simpler functions. Provide a type signature
above each function definition and comment the function above the type signature. Unless
said otherwise, a function may not cause runtime errors and must be defined for all of its
input values. Use the error function for cases in which a function should terminate with
an error message. Problems marked with a star (?) are optional.

Each problem is worth a certain number of points. The points are given at the be-
ginning of each problem or subproblem (if they are scored independently). These points
are scaled, together with a score for the in-class exercises, if any, to 10. Problems marked
with a star (?) are scored on top of the mandatory problems, before scaling. The score
is capped at 10, but this allows for a perfect score even with some problems remaining
unsolved.

1. (2 pts) Define the following functions that work with discrete random variables. You
can assume the probabilities will always be valid (0 ≤ pi ≤ 1, ∀i and

∑N
i=1 pi = 1).

The random variables are defined as follows:

type Probability = Double

type DiscreteRandVar = [(Int, Probability)]

x :: DiscreteRandVar

x = [(1, 0.2), (2, 0.4), (3, 0.1), (4, 0.2), (5, 0.05), (6, 0.05)]

Note: You may need to use the function fromIntegral in some of the subtasks to
satisfy the type system.

(a) Define an explicitly recursive function mean and an accumulator-style recursive
function mean’ that calculate the mean (or expected value) of a discrete random
variable, defined as

∑N
i=1 xi · pi.

mean :: DiscreteRandVar -> Double

mean’ :: DiscreteRandVar -> Double

mean x ⇒ 2.65

mean’ x ⇒ 2.65

(b) Define an explicitly recursive function variance and an accumulator-style re-
cursive function variance’ that calculate the variance of a discrete random
variable. Given the mean of the variable as µx, it is defined as

∑N
i=1(xi−µx)2·pi.

variance :: DiscreteRandVar -> Double

variance’ :: DiscreteRandVar -> Double

variance x ⇒ 1.9275
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variance’ x ⇒ 1.9275

(c) Define an explicitly recursive function probabilityFilter and an accumulator-
style recursive function probabilityFilter’ that take a probability and a ran-
dom variable and return a list of values that have at least the given probability
of appearing, in the same order in which they appear in the random variable
definition.

probabilityFilter :: Probability -> DiscreteRandVar -> [Int]

probabilityFilter’ :: Probability -> DiscreteRandVar -> [Int]

probabilityFilter 0 x ⇒ [1,2,3,4,5,6]

probabilityFilter’ 0 x ⇒ [1,2,3,4,5,6]

probabilityFilter 0.2 x ⇒ [1,2,4]

probabilityFilter’ 0.2 x ⇒ [1,2,4]

2. (3 pts) Create a simple utility for working with CSV (comma-separated value) files.
These are simple textual files where fields are delimited with a character (usually
a comma or a semicolon). We will use the types provided below to define a CSV
document and implement basic operations over them. We require that the CSV
document is well-formed, i.e., that it contains an equal number of fields per row.
You may assume separators will always be of length 1, even though they are strings.

type Separator = String

type Document = String

type CSV = [Entry]

type Entry = [Field]

type Field = String

doc = "John;Doe;15\nTom;Sawyer;12\nAnnie;Blake;20"

brokenDoc = "One;Two\nThree;Four;Five"

(a) Define a function parseCSV that takes a separator and a string representing a
CSV document and returns a CSV representation of the document.

parseCSV :: Separator -> Document -> CSV

parseCSV ";" doc

⇒ [["John", "Doe", "15"], ["Tom", "Sawyer", "12"],

["Annie","Blake", "20"]]

parseCSV "," doc

⇒ error "The separator ‘,’ does not occur in the text"

parseCSV ";" brokenDoc ⇒ error "The CSV file is not well-formed"

(b) Define a function showCSV that takes a separator and a CSV representation of
a document and creates a CSV string from it.

showCSV :: Separator -> CSV -> Document

csv = parseCSV ";" doc

showCSV ";" csv ⇒ "John;Doe;15\nTom;Sawyer;12\nAnnie;Blake;20"
showCSV ";" [["One"], ["Two", "Three"]]
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⇒ error "The CSV file is not well-formed"

(c) Define a function colFields that takes a CSV document and a field number
and returns a list of fields in that column.

colFields :: Int -> CSV -> [Field]

colFields 1 csv ⇒ ["Doe", "Sawyer", "Blake"]

colFields 3 csv ⇒ error "There is no column 3 in the CSV document"

(d) Parsing CSV without the ability to access CSV files is not very useful. Define
an IO function (an action) readCSV that takes a file path and a separator and
returns the CSV representation of the file (wrapped due to impurity). In the
examples below we assume the two strings, doc and brokenDoc, were written
into files doc.csv and brokenDoc.csv, respectively.

Note: You can wrap a value inside IO using either return or pure functions.
The latter needs to be imported from a module in older compiler versions, so
return is a safer bet. The return is a function, don’t confuse it with the
keyword in other languages. It just happens to be called the same, but it only
serves for wrapping a value.

readCSV :: Separator -> FilePath -> IO CSV

readCSV ";" "doc.csv"

⇒ [["John", "Doe", "15"],

["Tom", "Sawyer", "12"],

["Annie","Blake", "20"]]

readCSV "," "doc.csv"

⇒ error "The character ‘,’ does not occur in the text"

readCSV ";" "brokenDoc.csv"

⇒ error "The CSV file is not well-formed"

(e) Define a function writeCSV that takes a separator, a file path, and a CSV
document and writes the document into a file.

writeCSV :: Separator -> FilePath -> CSV -> IO ()

writeCSV ";" "test.csv" [["1"], ["2", "3"]]

⇒ error "The CSV file is not well-formed"

writeCSV ";" "doc.csv" (parseCSV document ";")

$ cat doc.csv

John,Doe,15

Tom,Sawyer,12

Annie,Blake,20

(f) Place the implementation in a separate module CSVUtils, in a file called
CSVUtils.hs. Expose only the five functions and five types from previous
subtasks, while any helper functions should remain hidden. Submit the file
with the homework assignment.
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3. (3 pts)

You will define a parameterized type Set a and a number of functions over sets.
While inefficient, you will use lists as sets. Implement the following functions, keeping
in mind that they must always returns lists with no duplicates. Furthermore, the
order of elements in the list in the following examples does not matter! As long as
the elements are the same, they can be in any order.

type Set a = [a]

(a) Implement the function setify that takes [a] and returns a Set a (Note that
these two are actually the same type). It should remove all duplicates from this
list. You may not use nub, but have to implement the functionality yourself.

setify :: Eq a => [a] -> Set a

setify [] ⇒ []

setify [1,2,3] ⇒ [1,2,3]

setify [1,1,2,3,3] ⇒ [1,2,3]

setify [1,2,3,4,3,2,1] ⇒ [1,2,3,4]

(b) Implement the insert function that adds an element into a set while maintain-
ing the no duplicates property.

insert’ :: Eq a => Set a -> a -> Set a

insert’ [] 1 ⇒ [1]

insert’ [1,2] 3 ⇒ [1,2,3]

insert’ [1,2,3] 2 ⇒ [1,2,3]

(c) Implement the union’ function that computes the union of two sets. You may
not use the union function from Data.List.

union’ :: Eq a => Set a -> Set a -> Set a

union’ [1..3] [3..5] ⇒ [1..5]

union’ [1..3] [4..6] ⇒ [1..6]

union’ [1..3] [] ⇒ [1..3]

union’ [] [1..3] ⇒ [1..3]

(d) Implement the intersection function that computes the intersection of two
sets. You may not use the intersect function from Data.List.

intersection :: Eq a => Set a -> Set a -> Set a

intersection [1..4] [3,4,1] ⇒ [1,3,4]

intersection [1..3] [2] ⇒ [2]

intersection [1..3] [4..6] ⇒ []

intersection [1,2] [] ⇒ []

intersection [] [1..] ⇒ []

intersection [1..] [] ⇒ []

(e) Implement the difference function that computes the difference of two sets.
You may not use the \\ operator from Data.List.

difference :: Eq a => Set a -> Set a -> Set a
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difference [1..5] [3] ⇒ [1,2,4,5]

difference [1,3,4] [2] ⇒ [1,3,4]

difference [2..4] [1..5] ⇒ []

difference [] [1..] ⇒ []

difference [1..] [] ⇒ [1..]

4. (?) (3 pts)

You will implement a simple Näıve Bayes (NB) classifier that learns from data
recorded in a CSV file. The file has multiple rows, the first of which is always a
header row containing column names and can be ignored. The first three columns
contain values for the feature vector ~x, where the first row below the header is the
first feature vector and so on. The last column of every row (save the header) is
the String value of the decision. You only have to work with files that contain two
possible decisions in the last column, thereby implementing a binary classifier. You
may assume that the CSV file will always be well-formed.

In effect, you have to implement the following formula, using the data in the CSV
file as a training set:

y = argmax
k∈{0,1}

P (Ck)

n∏
i=1

P (xi|Ck) (1)

P (Ck) is the a priori probability of class Ck occurring. It can be estimated as the
percentage of decisions Cj , j ∈ {0, 1} for which j = k. In other words, it is the
percentage of decision k in the overall numbers of decisions.

The probability P (xi|Ck) is the probability of feature xi (that particular value of
the feature at index i in the feature vector) appearing when the decision Ck is made.
You can estimate it by computing the number of decisions Ck where xi appears,
divided by the overall number of decisions Ck.

Both of these types of probabilities are learned solely over the training set, loaded
from the CSV file.

Let us look at an example, from file data.csv:

Weather;Busy;Week Period;Study Haskell?

Sunny;Yes;Weekend;No

Raining;No;Weekend;Yes

Sunny;No;Workday;Yes

Cloudy;Yes;Workday;No

Sunny;No;Weekend;No

Raining;No;Workday;Yes

Cloudy;Yes;Weekend;Yes

We will try to classify ~x = ["Raining", "Yes", "Workday"]. We will say decision
C0 is "No" and decision C1 is "Yes". The relevant estimated probabilities are:
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P (C0) =
3

7

P (C1) =
4

7

P (Raining|C0) =
0

3

P (Raining|C1) =
2

4

P (Y es|C0) =
2

3

P (Y es|C1) =
1

4

P (Workday|C0) =
1

3

P (Workday|C1) =
2

4

By combining the right-hand side of equation (1) and the probabilities we just com-
puted, we can compute the probabilities for each class:

P (C0|~x) =
3

7
· 0

3
· 2

3
· 1

3
= 0

P (C1|~x) =
4

7
· 2

4
· 1

4
· 2

4
= 0.0357

Since the decision for which the probability is greatest is C1, our final decision is
"Yes". In case of equal probabilities, you may pick either decision.

Your task is to implement the nbDecide and nbDecideAll functions that automate
the task you just saw. Use the CSV library you developed in the second task (or, if
you failed to solve the task, use any CSV-parsing library for Haskell, which you can
install using cabal install).

type Decision = String

caseA = ["Raining", "Yes", "Workday"]

caseB = ["Sunny", "No", "Workday"]

nbDecide :: CSV -> [String] -> Decision

-- Assuming data contains the parsed contents of data.csv

nbDecide data caseA ⇒ "Yes"

nbDecide data caseB ⇒ "Yes"

nbDecideAll :: CSV -> [[String]] -> [Decision]

nbDecideAll data [caseA, caseB] ⇒ ["Yes", "Yes"]
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Corrections

Revision 1.1 – Added note about fromIntegral to task 1.
Revision 1.2 – Added note about how to wrap a value into IO to task 2.
Revision 1.3 – Fixed type signature of union in task 3.
Revision 1.4 – Rename union ⇒ union’ and insert ⇒ insert’.
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